
SUmmEr 2022
cHANGE & NEW BEGINNINGS
JAcK WOlfSKIN UNvEIlS GrOUND-BrEAKING SUmmEr cOllEcTION

• for the summer of ‘22, JaCK WolfsKIn presents a teChnICally ambItIous, 
 sophIstICateD ColleCtIon.

• the branD‘s aDVanCeD InnoVatIons - notably In the footWear anD eQuIpment 
 segments - set entIrely neW InDustry benChmarKs.

• the neW DesIgns are born from sustaInabIlIty - the funDamental Cornerstone  
 throughout the reDesIgneD ColleCtIon.

mIlestones & partnershIps 
The 2022 summer collection features numerous innovations 
in the technical apparel range and at the core of the foot-
wear and equipment segments. 

Absolutely fundamental to JACK WOLFSKIN’s capacity for 
innovation are the company’s strong partnerships. For 
product development, JACK WOLFSKIN closely works with 
various leading experts in the textile industry - such as the 
renowned, long-established company polarteC®, or, start-
ing recently, the talented young team at brrr°, who have 
developed a triple cooling technology utilizing natural effects 
of minerals. JACK WOLFSKIN also partnered with textile 
fibre manufacturer lenzing to develop an absolute novelty: 
the world’s fi rst combination of a recycled membrane with a 
natural outer layer. 

Further vital alliances include organizations such as the 
Fair Wear Foundation, Grüner Knopf (Green Button) and 
bluesign©. They are key cornerstones to the implementa-
tion and monitoring of strict social and ecological standards 
throughout the entire supply chain.

For more than four decades, German-based JACK WOLFSKIN 
has been a major name in the outdoor world. When the brand 
was founded in the early ’80s, people were drawn to explore 
the world. And a growing number of these travellers became 
involved in hiking local trails and faraway destinations. JACK 
WOLFSKIN was hugely popular at the time, especially with 
globetrotters and those looking to escape everyday life for 
a limited moment or seeking extreme travel experiences. 
The outdoor boom of the ’90s evolved to include more shared 
outdoor experiences among family and friends in nature. 
Today, the passion for discovering the environment through 
adventures and expeditions is at an all-time high. JACK 
WOLFSKIN considers it its mission to create many shared and 
transformative moments of discovery, for as many people 
as possible with its performance equipment, designed in 
Germany, applying all of the company’s outdoor knowledge.

In the summer of 2022, the Idstein-based brand positions 
itself with confi dence and ambition, to be a driving force in 
the outdoor industry, presenting a collection that sets the 
standards in both sustainability and technical perfor-
mance in all global markets.



InspIratIon & CommunIty
JACK WOLFSKIN’s multi-functional products are ideal for 
pursuing a multitude of explorations as demonstrated 
through its #GOBACKPACK tours or hiking adventures on 
WOLFTRAILS. #GOBACKPACK is the brand’s highly successful  
social media campaign, connecting countless backpackers  
around the world to form an inspiring community. This 
campaign will continue into the summer of 2022, taking a  
fascinating, one-of-a-kind adventurous journey to the 
vast and rugged landscapes of mongolia. The WOLFTRAIL 
multi-day hikes, also brought to life by JACK WOLFSKIN,  
focus on shared experiences in breath-taking natural 
landscapes: the untouched wilderness of the Carpathian 
Mountains, the rugged solitude of the Scottish Highlands - or, 
as of summer of 2022, the austrian alps.

the hIghlIghts: shapIng a sustaInable future
With its new body-contact carrying system aeroshape, 
JACK WOLFSKIN substantiates its ambition to be an innova-
tion driver in the industry: recycled polyester, extremely 
efficient manufacturing processes, padding made from 
algae foam - this carrying system featured in hiking and  
cycling backpacks is exceptional for its lightweight, comfort 
and resource-saving design.

JACK WOLFSKIN pioneers further significant innovations 
with the technical terraVenture hiking boots that pair 
sustainability with reliable performance. It’s a first, in-
tegrating a recycled, waterproof and breathable TEXAPORE  
ECOSPHERE membrane into the footwear collection. As stand-
ard, the weather proofing includes a hydrophobic material finish,  
allowing water to repel off the shoe without allowing water 
to penetrate the structure of the surface layer. This finish is 
applied without adding per- and polyfluorinated chemicals 
(PFC’s). 

“A sustainable, ecological footprint in footwear requires 
specialized material applications, processes and testing 
methods,” says Selim Say, Vice President Footwear. “The 
mid-cut outdoor boot featuring a proprietary membrane, 
involves up to 150 different materials, thus being multiple 
times more complex than conventional footwear but you 
can feel the difference throught the fit, comfort and per-
formance.”

Also, no other brands besides JACK WOLFSKIN offer bluesign© 
certified materials within the footwear industry. Therefore, the 
effort involved in selecting, manufacturing and testing a prod-
uct is correspondingly higher than in other segments.

The popular, casual eCostrIDe Outdoor Lifestyle footwear 
models extensively rely on natural as well as recycled mate-
rials. Only undyed and resource-saving materials are chosen: 
organic cotton and hemp, natural as well as recycled rubber.

the 3-layer-reVolutIon
In the textile segment, JACK WOLFSKIN manages to be the 
outdoor industry’s first brand to pair an all-natural outer 
layer with a proprietary membrane made from recycled 
materials. TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE LYOCELL 3L (three-layer) 
combines TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE membrane, made from 
a blend of post-consumer and pre-consumer waste, with 
TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres, which are sourced from sustainably 
managed wood. 

“Our TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE LYOCELL 3L fabric marries the 
TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE membrane made from production 
cuttings, with an outer layer made from TENCEL™ Lyocell  
fibres,” says Daniele Grasso, Vice President Product & Apparel. 
“In addition, a jersey inner is made from recycled polyester. 
Thus, our main material is composed of three sustainable fab-
rics, as we combine recycled materials with natural fibres.”

JACK WOLFSKIN’S design team had to overcome the tech-
nical challenge of bonding TENCEL™ outer fabric with the 
TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE membrane and the reverse side. All 
three components react at different temperatures so the 
product developers went to great lengths to guarantee the 
waterproof performance while maintaining breathability. At 
the same time, the team had to ensure that the laminate was 
durable and would not disintegrate when washed.

Over time, each of these technical 3-layer jackets takes on a 
look of its own through wear and weather exposure adding to 
the individual appeal without losing performance attributes. 

Innovation, sustainability and history come together in the 
Spring/Summer 2022 collection as JACK WOLFSKIN continues 
to expand its influence as an independent apparel, footwear 
and equipment brand that is designed for all explorers who 
live to discover. Please take a moment to personally explore 
the collection in depth through the following materials and 
contact us with questions and requests for samples and im-
agery. Until then, take time to get outside and experience our 
world with your friends and family. 



High-performance lightweight apparel and accessories for special outdoor adventures

With its INIFINTE HIKE line, in the summer of 2022 JACK WOLFSKIN once again emphasizes its ambitious role as a pioneer 
in ecological performance wear. The brand presents high-performance lightweights with an athletic look and focuses on 
sustainability down to the smallest detail. In this line, which is entirely PFC-free, the brand strictly relies on recycled materials 
- even in the very sophisticated backpacks with their complex designs.
For the versatile INIFINTE HIKE line, the development team has also had in mind the Wolftrail hiking adventures with the 
various challenges posed by weather and demanding terrain. These multi-day trails initiated by JACK WOLFSKIN are all about 
a sustainable as well as shared experience in unique natural landscapes. According to the claim United we Hike, the trails lead 
through the untouched wilderness of the Carpathian Mountains or the remote solitude of the Scottish Highlands - and starting 
in the summer of 2022, through the Austrian Alps. 

UNITED WE HIKE

AcTIvE OUTDOOr
INfINITE HIKE
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eagle peaK JaCKet m  This multi-functional 2-layer jacket prepares even for adverse conditions: It is wind- and 
waterproof and highly breathable. The jacket is equipped with two hip pockets, chest pocket, inside pocket and  
adjustable hood.  
material: TEXAPORE O2+ DOBBY 2L: 100 % Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf
Weight: 500 g (Size M)

routeburn Vest m  This delightfully lightweight insulating vest is windproof, water repellent and warms even 
when wet. Both outer material and synthetic fibre filling are made of recycled polyester.  
material: STORMLOCK RIPSTOP 20D ECOSPHERE: recycled Polyester/Lining: MICROGUARD SUPERLOFT ECOSPHERE recycled Polyester  
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf
Weight: 220 g (Size M)

narroWs t m  This versatile functional shirt is made of a lightweight, elastic and recycled fabric and offers  
excellent moisture management.  
material: STORMLOCK DOBBY 2L: 100 % Polyester/Lining: MESH Q.M.C.: 100 % Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 105 g (Size M)

mIlforD sKy fleeCe m  This new fleece jacket is suitable even for movement-intensive sports due to its high  
elasticity and durability. It is fast-drying, particularly breathable and offers the right amount of heat retention.  
material: NANUK DYNAMIC TERRY DWR: 90 % Polyester, 10 % Elastane/NANUK DYNAMIC HEATHER: 92 % Polyester, 8 % Elastane,  
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf
Weight: 400 g (Size M)

oVerlanD pants m  These very lightweight, wind- and water-repellent softshell pants offer excellent thermo- 
regulation due to their high breathability and, because of their generous elasticity, plenty of freedom of movement on 
long tours.
material: FLEX SHIELD X-LITE UV: 94 % Polyamide, 6 % Elastane
Weight: 275 g (Size 50)

eagle peaK Cap  This sporty-looking cap allows for convenient ventilation due to the side holes. Plus, reflective  
elements provide good visibility.
material: STORMLOCK DOBBY 2L: 100 % Polyester / Lining: MESH Q.M.C.: 100 % Polyester
Weight: 70 g

athmos shape 28  This lightweight daypack is suitable for active hiking tours, allows full freedom of movement and 
is comfortable to carry. The fabrics are recycled, as is the new AEROSHAPE carrying system. Features include elastic side 
pockets, trekking pole attachment, hip belt pocket and accommodation for hydration pack.
material: CROSS RIP 70D RE: recycled Polyamide, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 800 g; Volume: 28 l
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routeburn Vest W  This delightfully lightweight insulating vest is windproof, water repellent and warms even 
when wet. Both outer material and synthetic fibre filling are made of recycled polyester. 
material: STORMLOCK RIPSTOP 20D ECOSPHERE: recycled Polyester/Lining: MICROGUARD SUPERLOFT ECOSPHERE recycled Polyester,  
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf 
Weight: 210 g (Size S)

hyDro grID fleeCe W  This versatile hooded fleece jacket is extremely comfortable to wear and offers excellent 
protection against the elements due to long-lasting, PFC-free DWR.  
material: NANUK DYNAMIC BIGRID DWR: 96 % Polyester, 4 % Elastane/NANUK DYNAMIC TERRY DWR: 90 % Polyester, 10 % Elastane,  
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 355 g (Size S)

eagle peaK II softshell W  This warm, wind-resistant and breathable 3-layer softshell allows for every movement 
due to its excellent elasticity and athletic cut.
material: STORMLOCK INFINITY SOFTSHELL JERSEY 3L  
Weight: 315 g (Size S)

oVerlanD pants W  These very lightweight, wind- and water-repellent softshell pants offer excellent thermo-regulation  
due to their high breathability and, because of their generous elasticity, plenty of freedom of movement on long tours. 
material: FLEX SHIELD X-LITE UV: 94 % Polyamide, 6 % Elastane 
Weight: 240 g (Size 38)

narroWs tanK W  This versatile tank top weighs just 55 grams and keeps cool even on hot days and during  
strenuous sports.
material: HYDROPORE ECOSPHERE UV Q.M.C S.FRESH: recycled Polyester bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 55 g

terraVenture teXapore mID W  Minimal footprint: the TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE membrane of this PFC-free 
shoe is made from a mixture of post- and pre-consumer waste. A recycled lining is used in the interior, the Vibram 
sole consists of recycled rubber as well as cork.
material: Main Material: Recycled Polyester Lining: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE; sole: VIBRAM CORK-MIX/ RECYCLED RUBBER
Weight: 874 g (Size 4)

athmos shape 20  This lightweight daypack is suitable for active hiking tours, allows full freedom of movement and 
is comfortable to carry. The fabrics are recycled, as is the new AEROSHAPE carrying system. Features include elastic side 
pockets, trekking pole attachment, hip belt pocket and accommodation for a hydration pack.
material: CROSS RIP 70D RE: 100 % recycled Polyamide, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf
Weight: 750 g; Volume: 20 l
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reimagining Icons

For more than four decades, JACK WOLFSKIN has been a household name in the outdoor world. The company’s DNA is defined 
by exciting adventures, revolutionary technologies, ground-breaking design and respect for nature. With its HIKE DNA collection,  
in the summer of 2022 JACK WOLFSKIN pays tribute to its heritage and revisits iconic styles from its history. The classics 
are reinterpreted with a nostalgic mix of materials: ripstop offers superior performance; a grid structure creates a modern  
retro look; organic cotton and recycled synthetic fibres are employed along with the TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE membrane, 
made from a combination of post-consumer waste and pre-consumer waste. HIKE DNA is a collection reflecting the funda-
mental values of the outdoor specialist: A collection inspired by its own tradition, by function and by nature.

BAcK TO THE rOOTS

AcTIvE OUTDOOr
HIKE DNA
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Dna rhapsoDy JaCKet m  This high-quality 2-layer jacket is water- and windproof due to the TEXAPORE  
ECOSPHERE membrane, made from post- and pre-consumer waste. Everything is individually adjustable, from  
the hood to the hem.
material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE MINI OTTOMAN 2L: Recycled Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 605 g (Size M)

Dna bloCK JaCKet m  This timeless and classic hooded jacket is water- and windproof with sustainable protection 
against the elements: the TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE membrane is made from post- and pre-consumer waste.
material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE MINI OTTOMAN 2L: Recycled Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 590 g (Size M) 

DenalI 75+10 men  Designed for long excursions and big adventures, the Denali is a trekking backpack with an 
advanced designed to accommodate well-organized equipment stowage. The construction delivers comfortable load 
distribution with many options for adjustment that makes it exceptionally comfortable to carry over long distances. 
The robust material is made of recycled polyamide fibres that are extremely tear-resistant and still very lightweight. 
material: CROSS RIP 280D RE: recycled Polyamide, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf 
Weight: 2790 g; Volume: 75+10 l

Dna bloCK fleeCe m  This sustainable as well as functional iconic jacket is made from windproof STORMLOCK 
GRID ECOSPHERE and POLARTEC® 100 SERIES fabric.
material: POLARTEC® 100 SERIES: Recycled Polyester  
Weight: 295 g (Size M)

Dna fleeCe m  Classic and timeless, the DNA fleece provides the right level of warmth in a clean and versatile  
design. This timeless fleece jacket boasts progressive functionality due to the grid structure on the inside.
material: NANUK DYNAMIC GRID / Lining: MESH LINING ECOSPHERE Q.M.C.: Recycled Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 345 g (Size M)
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minimalist design plus ultimate function for mountaineering

The ATHLETIC HIKE collection by JACK WOLFSKIN is aimed at active women who want to live out their passion for design and 
minimalism even when hiking. The monochrome styles impress with carefully designed, technical details and allow for versatile  
combinations thanks to the perfectly matched layering system. In these sportswear styles, JACK WOLFSKIN specifically  
focuses on making a minimalist understatement. They combine a timeless look with premium quality and ground-breaking 
innovations, such as the innovative brrr° cooling technology, which makes use of special minerals’ natural effects. Particularly 
characteristic of the women›s line is the wonderfully pleasant feel and the flowing design language that beautifully follows 
the shape of the body.

SOPHISTIcATED APPArEl 
WITH PASSION fOr DETAIl

AcTIvE OUTDOOr
ATHlETIc HIKE
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sustainable next-to-skin comfort

•	The	robust,	durable	CROSS	RIP	material	of	the	daypack	is	made	of	recycled	 
 polyester. 
•	The	sustainable	AEROSHAPE	carrying	system	hugs	the	back	perfectly	and	 
 features an extremely effective ventilation system. 
•	AEROSHAPE	focuses	on	resource-saving	material	use	as	well	as	the	 
 innovative One-Piece construction, which allows for increased efficiency  
 in the manufacturing process. 
•	The	mesh	material	is	made	from	recycled	polyester,	the	padding	from	 
 algae foam. 
•	 Integrated	rain	cover	made	from	recycled	material,	padded	hip	belt,	 
 fastening options and a side pocket.

material: ARMATECH CROSS RIP 300D RE: Recycled Polyester
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf
Weight: 920 g; Volume: 22 l

Weather protection as light as the clouds

•	The	2-layer	jacket	is	both	water-	as	well	as	windproof,	due	to	its	weather	 
 protection technology.
•	The	durable	polyamide	material	is	extremely	lightweight	and	 
 manufactured by specialists in Japan. 
•	The	crinkle	style	creates	a	very	distinctive	look.
•	2	side	pockets,	adjustable	hood	and	hem.

material: TEXAPORE RIPSTOP CRINKLE 2L: 100 % Polyamide  
Weight: 270 g (Size S)

twofold lightWeight 

•	These	2-in-1	shorts	designed	for	running	or	hiking	score	with	excellent	 
 wearing comfort, technical functionality and a special look. 
•	The	extremely	lightweight,	nicely	flowing	material	of	the	outer	shorts	 
 strikes with its 3D look and a distinct feel. Despite the soft texture,  
 they are extra durable. 
•	The	inner	shorts	feel	pleasant	against	the	skin,	effectively	transport	moisture	 
 to the outside and are both fast-drying as well as extremely elastic.
•	Adjustable,	elastic	waistband.

material: Outer shorts: RIPSTOP CRINKLE: 100 % Polyamide /Inner shorts: 
SINGLE JERSEY HEATHER Q.M.C. S.FRESH: 45 % Polyester, 45 % Polyamide, 
10 % Elastane
Weight: 150 g (Size S)

Versatile fleece

•	This	highly	elastic	hooded	jacket	allows	for	extremely	versatile	use.
•	 It	provides	warmth	and	simultaneously	offers	great	breathability	for	 
 athletic activities. 
•	The	technical	fleece	material	NANUK	DYNAMIC	SUPERSTRETCH	is	very	 
 comfortable, the contrasting fabric with its crinkle effect adds a unique  
 look to the style.
•	2	side	pockets,	hood,	thumb	loops.

material: NANUK DYNAMIC SUPERSTRETCH / RIPSTOP CRINKLE 
Weight: 355 g (Size S)

01  TERRAVENTURE 22

03  TASMAN CLOUD JKT W

02  TASMAN CLOUD SHORT W

04  TASMAN CLOUD FLEECE W
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Dynamic activity vest

•	The	hooded	vest	is	the	perfect	protective	shield	for	athletic	activities	in	
 the mountains.
•	The	technical	fl	eece	material	NANUK	DYNAMIC	SUPERSTRETCH	allows	
 for any movement and features a smooth surface that is very durable. 
•	Plus	it	provides	cosy	warmth	and	simultaneously	offers	great	breathability.
•	The	contrasting	material	with	its	crinkle	effect	creates	a	unique	look	for	
 the style.
•	2	side	pockets,	hood.

material: NANUK DYNAMIC SUPERSTRETCH / RIPSTOP CRINKLE 
Weight: 285 g (Size S)

natural cooling

•	The	functional	short-sleeved	shirt	relies	on	the	innovative	brrr°	technology:	
 natural minerals provide a triple chill effect through cooling, actively 
 transporting moisture, and drying fast.
•	brrr°	is	permanently	embedded	into	the	fi	bre	and	cannot	be	washed	out.
•	Likewise,	the	soft	fabric	offers	excellent	moisture	management	and	keeps	
 cool for long periods of time.
•	The	high	elasticity	allows	for	full	freedom	of	movement.

material: SINGLE JERSEY COOLING Q.M.C. S.FRESH: 87 % Polyester, 
13 % Elastane 
Weight: 150 g (Size S)

triple performance

•	The	functional	long-sleeved	shirt	relies	on	the	innovative	brrr°	technology:	
 natural minerals provide a triple chill effect through cooling, actively 
 transporting moisture, and drying fast.
•	brrr°	is	permanently	embedded	into	the	fi	bre	and	cannot	be	washed	out.
•	The	fabric	offers	excellent	moisture	management	and	is	highly	elastic.
•	Thumb	loops.

material: SINGLE JERSEY COOLING Q.M.C. S.FRESH: 87 % Polyester, 
13 % Elastane
Weight: 150 g (Size S)

technical comfort 

•	The	lightweight	hiking	leggings	offers	extra	freedom	of	movement	and	
 optimal ventilation.
•	The	elastic	material	transports	moisture	fast	and	breathes	effi	ciently.	
 The airy mesh inserts provide additional ventilation.
•	The	waistband	is	wide,	therefore	offering	especially	high	wearing	comfort.	
•	The	hidden	pocket	in	the	waistband	will	also	fi	t	a	smartphone.

material: TIGHT INTERLOCK Q.M.C: 88 % Polyester, 12 % Elastane
Weight: 230 g (Size S)

05  TASMAN CLOUD VEST

07 TASMAN S/S W

06  TASMAN L/S W

08  HIKE LITE TIGHT W
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long-lasting quality is the base

JACK WOLFSKIN presents a (literally) fundamentally new hiking collection for the summer of 2022 named HIKE CORE that 
bundles a wide range of outdoor essentials. The series is based on a claim “Made for Nature” that is reflected both in the 
use of mono-materials as well as in the distinctive use of natural colour tones. The styles for extended hikes cover all layers 
as well as product categories: from waterproof jackets with TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE waterproof-breathable membrane, made 
from a blend of post- and pre-consumer waste; to shirts made from SEAQUAL, a supple-soft fibre recycled from ocean plastic 
waste; to backpacks entirely made from recycled materials. These classic styles and functional all-rounders all feature a time-
less design making them multifunctional as well as sustainably long-lasting.

mADE fOr NATUrE

AcTIvE OUTDOOr
cOrE
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hIghest peaK 2.5l m  Although this technical hooded jacket barely weighs anything, it still protects against the 
elements and is highly elastic. It features multiple ventilation and adjustment options and may be packed into its own 
pocket.
material: TEXAPORE STRETCH 2.5L: 100 % Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 305 g (Size M)

hIghest peaK Vest m   This athletic vest is truly suited to any outdoor pursuit. It is constructed with a comfortably 
smooth softshell material that is windproof and water-repellent. The fabric’s stretch component allows for optimal 
freedom of movement. 
material: STORMLOCK SOFTSHELL JERSEY 3L: 100 % Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 295 g (Size M)

oCean traIl t m  This functional shirt’s message is crystal clear: I’m a Re(Cyclist). Along with organic cotton,  
the shirt is made from soft SEAQUAL fibres, recycled out of plastic waste collected in the ocean.
material: SEAQUAL® SINGLE JERSEY HEATHER: 60% Organic Cotton, 40% recycled Polyester   
Weight: 160 g (Size M)

peaK pant m  Due to their classic design, all-round qualities and excellent wearing comfort, these durable, highly 
elastic pants can be used for a wide range of activities. 
material: STRETCH RIPSTOP UV Q.M.C.: 94 % Polyamide, 6 % Elastane, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 270 g (Size 50)

WooDlanD 2 teXapore loW m  This sportive multifunctional shoe delivers excellent comfort as well as protection  
on extended walks or basic hikes. It’s distinguished through the unique combination of innovative technologies. 
material: Textile; Second Material: Synthetic Lining: TEXAPORE; sole: Rubber / EVA 
Weight: 852 g (Size 8)

WolftraIl 28 reCCo  This new backpack features an extremely breathable AEROSHAPE carrying system that  
perfectly moulds to the back. The Wolftrail is manufactured through a resource-conserving process and is made 
from recycled materials. Even the main material and the inner lining are recycled. Along with the built-in safety  
technology RECCO System, this sporty and lightweight backpack offers many practical and sophisticated features.
material: CROSS RIP 210D RE: recycled Polyamide, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 1060 g; Volume: 28 l
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hIghest peaK 2.5l W  Although this technical hooded jacket weighs just 260 g, it still protects against the  
elements and is highly elastic. It features multiple ventilation and adjustment options and may be packed into  
its own pocket.
material: TEXAPORE STRETCH 2.5L: 100 % Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 260 g (Size S)

turbulenCe fleeCe W  This hooded jacket is a true all-rounder that is constructed with a highly elastic, breathable 
fleece material that allows for maximum freedom of movement and is particularly comfortable to wear.  
material: NANUK DYNAMIC SUPERSTRETCH: 94 % Polyester, 6 % Elastane 
Weight: 340 g (Size S)

peaK grID fleeCe W  With its classic elegance and reliable functionality, this fleece jacket is equally at home in 
town or in the mountains. It offers high elasticity and breathability, has a subtle smooth surface and is still durable.
material: NANUK DYNAMIC GRID: 95 % Polyester, 5 % Elastane, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 330 g (Size S)

teCh t W  This lightweight functional shirt wicks moisture effectively, dries fast and feels comfortable next to the 
skin. The timeless design makes the Tech T durable and particularly multifunctional.
material: JERSEY PLAIN Q.M.C. S.FRESH: 100 % Polyester 
Weight: 84 g (Size S)

peaK short W  Classically beautiful and suitable for any activity: These durable shorts allow plenty of freedom of 
movement, are made from resistant rip-stop material and transfer moisture away from the body fast.
material: STRETCH RIPSTOP UV Q.M.C.: 94 % Polyamide, 6 % Elastane, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 175 g (Size 36)

WooDlanD 2 hybrID loW W  DThis sportive multifunctional shoe delivers excellent comfort on extended hikes or 
excursions. This is provided by the breathable upper material and a very comfortable EVA midsole.
material: Suede; second material: Textile; sole: Rubber / EVA  
Weight: 584 g (Size 4)
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Technical, Sophisticated, Sustainable Apparel, Packs and Accessories

Cycling is the most sustainable means of transport - and accordingly the topic of sustainability characterizes JACK WOLFSKIN’s 
new BIKE collection. The Idstein, Germany-based brand is committed to manufacturing products entirely free of PFCs. This 
includes new accessories, bike bags and backpacks rounding off the 2022 summer collection. These are perfect for day trips, 
overnighters, or multi-day bike camping trips. The bike wear collection is specifically tailored to cycling use combining both 
lightness and comfort with dependable performance. JACK WOLFSKIN pays great attention to detail in terms of fit, visibility and 
functionality. One of the details is the innovative brrr° technology that integrates natural minerals to create a triple chill effect 
through cooling, actively transporting moisture and drying fast. An added bonus is that brrr° is firmly embedded into the fibre 
and cannot be washed out.

UNITED WE BIKE

AcTIvE OUTDOOr
BIKE
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at home outDoors Cap m  For those few occasions, when the head is not protected by a helmet, the recycled 
polyester fabric of this cool cap is breathable, quickly transfers moisture and provides sun protection.
material: RECYCLED TWILL
Weight: 95 g

tourer softshell JKt m  This triple-layer, highly breathable softshell jacket provides reliable wind and weather 
protection on all types of tours. The jacket features a material mix of STORMLOCK on the front and FLEX SHIELD 
COOLING on the back. Bike-specific details such as the drop-tail design, tight hem and collar, reflective details and a 
back pocket complement the jacket’s design.
material: STORMLOCK INFINITY SOFTSHELL JERSEY 3L
Weight: 320 g (Size M)

tourer softshell Vest m  This athletic softshell vest is a versatile companion on any tour: it offers wind- 
protection as well as water-repellency and still provides excellent thermo-regulation due to the innovative brrr°-
cooling technology.
material: FLEX SHIELD COOLING / STORMLOCK PAPERTOUCH 
Weight: 245 g (Size M)

tourer paDDeD shorts m  The soft, elastic, quick-drying and breathable liner with its technical, men’s specific 
padding provides a comfortable ride even on long tours. Slipping is prevented due to an internal rubber printing on 
the leg that keep the shorts from riding up the thighs. 
material: NYLON TRICOT Q.M.C
Weight: 160 g (Size M)

tourer mIDlayer JKt m  A mixture of materials provides high-performance comfort as well as protection.  
The drop-tail jacket is made of recycled polyester. Reflective elements provide visibility.
material: TECH BASELAYER ECOSPHERE S.FRESH Q.M.C DÉCOR: Recycled Polyester 
Weight: 260 g (Size M)

tourer shorts m  These athletic, lightweight and pleasantly soft shorts with leg pocket are made from wind- and 
water-repellent softshell material and provide terrific thermo-regulation due to the innovative brrr° cooling technology.
material: FLEX SHIELD COOLING: 100 % Polyester
Weight: 200 g (Size 50)

tourer gloVe short  These short-finger gloves minimize pressure and vibration due to the anatomical gel  
padding and feature practical pull-out loops as well as a Velcro cuff. 
material: FLEX SHIELD / STRETCH MESH / FRENCH TERRY Q.M.C. / Silicone Gel
Weight: 75 g (Size L)
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tourer 2.5 JaCKet W  This 2.5-layer jacket weighs in at just 255 grams yet still offers ideal weather protection.  
The mechanical stretch allows for maximum freedom of movement. Features are: pit zips, stowable hood and reflective 
details.
material: TEXAPORE STRETCH 2.5L: 100% Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf
Weight: 255 g

tourer softshell JKt W  This triple-layer, highly breathable softshell jacket provides reliable wind and weather 
protection on all types of tours. The jacket features a material mix of STORMLOCK on the front and FLEX SHIELD 
COOLING on the back. Bike-specific details such as the drop-tail design, tight hem and collar, reflective details and a 
back pocket complement the jacket’s design.
material: STORMLOCK INFINITY SOFTSHELL JERSEY 3L: 100 % Polyester
Weight: 290 g (Size S)

tourer mIDlayer JKt W  A mixture of materials provides enjoyable comfort as well as protection. The drop-tail 
jacket is made of recycled polyester. Reflective elements provide visibility.
material: TECH BASELAYER PIECE DYE ECOSPHERE S.FRESH Q.M.C.: Recycled Polyester
Weight: 230 g (Size S)

tourer halfZIp prInt t W  Distinctive style meets outstanding functionality: this jersey featuring a short zip is 
made from recycled polyester and provides excellent thermo-regulation and moisture management.
material: TECH BASELAYER ECOSPHERE S.FRESH Q.M.C DÉCOR: Recycled Polyester
Weight: 150 g (Size S)

tourer heaDbanD lIght  There are two sides to this lightweight, pleasantly soft headband - both good-looking. 
The headband is reversible and efficiently manages moisture underneath the helmet.
material: STRETCH JERSEY Q.M.C: 83 % Polyester, 17 % Elastane  
Weight: 40 g

phantasy 20.5 st  This back-ventilated bike backpack is made of tear-resistant, recycled polyamide and features the 
new AEROFLOW ventilation carrying system with a mesh back. From fit to the many features, it is perfectly tailored for 
cycling and provides the best possible thermo-regulation due to the ventilation system.
material: CROSS RIP 210D RE: Recycled Polyamide, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf
Weight: 1000 g; Volume: 20 l; back length: S-M
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cAPSUlE cOllEcTION
PAcK AND GO!

Experience plenty with lightweight ready-to-travel apparel and accessories

Traveling light with smaller luggage requires no sacrifice as JACK WOLFSKIN proves with its popular travel apparel and  
accessory collection PACK & GO! These sophisticated, space-saving lightweights are multi-functional to meet active life-
style demands yet can effortlessly be packed into their smallest dimensions, either in their own pockets or in an included 
stuff sack. Also, they may be combined with complementary looks thanks to timeless, minimalistic styles suitable for all 
seasons. In summer 2022, the collection features a wide range of colours, with refreshing designs, smart solutions and 
fabrics that rely on recycled materials. They offer excellent protection in spring and summer weather conditions and have 
high elasticity and a terrific feel for comfort. Details such as reflective elements are featured throughout the collection.

mINImAl WEIGHT. mAXI-
mUm PErfOrmANcE. 
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paCK anD go! oVerheaD m  A modern slip-over jacket that weighs barely anything and yet is packed with  
functionality. The hood is integrated into the collar, the robust TEXAPORE RIPSTOP fabric [IS THIS WEAHTER RESISTANT 
OR WATERPROOF BREATHABLE?] protects against rain and wind and the jacket can be stowed into its own pocket.  
material: TEXAPORE RIPSTOP LIGHT 2.5L: 100 % Polyester / STORMLOCK RIPSTOP 20D ECOSPHERE: Recycled Polyester,
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 230 g (Size M)

paCK anD go! WInDshell m  A windproof, permanently water-repellent shell that weighs just 135 grams.  
The fabric is made from recycled polyester fibres. The jacket can be packed into one of its two side pockets.
material: STORMLOCK RIPSTOP 20D ECOSPHERE: Recycled Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 135 g (Size M)

paCK anD go! polo m  This classical polo T-shirt is suitable to all occasions - and remains cool and comfortable 
for an extended period of time. The soft fabric provides pleasant cooling as well as excellent moisture management 
and dries fast. 
material: SINGLE JERSEY HEATHER Q.M.C. S.FRESH: 100 % Polyester; Weight: 170 g (Size M)

paCK anD go! pant m  These softshell pants are lightweight and low maintenance, thanks to their fast-drying  
fabric that protects against the elements and UV exposure. A highly elastic top is non-binding and makes the pants 
ideal for travel or trail.    
material: MINI RIPSTOP DOUBLE WEAVE X- LITE UV Q.M.C.: 91 % Polyamide, 9 % Elastane / Lining: MESH LINING ECOSPHERE: Recycled Polyester, 
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 235 g (Size M)

paCK anD go! short m  Understated in design, chic in town, functional on hikes: These 165 gram, lightweight 
softshell shorts provide excellent thermo-regulation, repel the elements and can be packed into their own pocket.
material: MINI RIPSTOP DOUBLE WEAVE X- LITE Q.M.C.: 91 % Polyamide, 9 % Elastane / Lining: MESH LINING ECOSPHERE: Recycled Polyester,
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 165 g (Size M)

paCK anD go! Cap  The weather may do as it pleases: This softshell cap shields from the sun as well as the rain and 
effectively regulates temperature and moisture. Pack Sack is included.
material: MINI RIPSTOP DOUBLE WEAVE X- LITE Q.M.C.: 91% Polyamide, 9% Elastane; Weight: 70 g (Size M) 

JWp ultralIght paCK  A practical backpack, yet barely noticeable: it holds 24 litres and weighs 190 grams.  
The lightweight fabric made of recycled polyamide is durable and the breathable shoulder straps are adjustable.  
The backpack can be packed into its inner pocket.
material: CROSS RIP 70D RE: recycled Polyamide, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 190 g; Volume: 24 l 
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  paCK anD go! shell W  This hooded, minimalist jacket never compromises on functionality through its sustain-
able design. The TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE waterproof breathable membrane, consisting of a compound of post and 
pre consumer waste, protects against the elements.    
material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE STRETCH 2L: Recycled Polyester / Lining: MESH LINING ECOSPHERE: Recycled Polyester,  
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 330 g (Size S)

paCK anD go! WInDshell W  A windproof, permanently water-repellent shell that weighs just 135 grams.  
The fabric is made from recycled polyester fibres. The jacket can be packed into one of its two side pockets.
material: STORMLOCK RIPSTOP 20D ECOSPHERE: Recycled Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 120 g (Size S)

paCK anD go! pant W  These softshell pants are lightweight and low maintenance, thanks to their fast-drying 
fabric that protects against the elements and UV exposure. The top is highly elastic making it ideal for travel or trail.  
material: MINI RIPSTOP DOUBLE WEAVE X- LITE Q.M.C.: 91 % Polyamide, 9 % Elastane / Lining: MESH LINING ECOSPHERE: Recycled Polyester 
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 210 g (Size S)

paCK anD go! short W  Understated in design, chic in town, functional on hikes: These 135 gram, lightweight 
softshell shorts provide excellent thermo-regulation, repel the elements and can be packed into their own pocket.
material: MINI RIPSTOP DOUBLE WEAVE X- LITE Q.M.C.: 91 % Polyamide, 9 % Elastane / Lining: MESH LINING ECOSPHERE: Recycled Polyester
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 135 g (Size S) 

JWp mIDlayer W  Town, country, mountains - with its classically understated design, high breathability and pleasant 
soft feel to the touch, this sporty midlayer may be worn anywhere.
material: NANUK DYNAMIC TECH Q.M.C: 46 % Polyamide, 37 % Polyester, 17 % Lyocell (Tencel) / 
Lining: MESH LINING ECOSPHERE: Recycled Polyesterr, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 340 g (Size S)

paCK anD go! ¾ t W  This functional shirt with ¾-sleeves appeals with a pleasant cooling effect and a silky-soft 
finish. The fabric dries fast and stays cool for an extended period of time. 
material: SINGLE JERSEY HEATHER Q.M.C. S.FRESH: 100 % Polyester; Weight: 120 g (Size S)

VoJo 3 Vent loW W  This lightweight multi-functional shoe is as comfortable as it gets with active ventilation. It’s 
designed with natural brrr° technology that provides a triple chill effectI that actively cools, wicks away sweat rapidly 
and dries fast. The EVA midsole provides cushioning for all-day comfort.
material: Recycled PU Suede; second material: recycled Polyester Mesh; Lining: Polyester; sole: Rubber / EVA; Weight: 534 g (Size 4) 
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cAPSUlE cOllEcTION
365

for all those who focus on trends as well as sustainability

In its 365 collection, JACK WOLFSKIN subtly unites apparent opposites through outdoor details such as the utility vests, 
cargo pockets and mesh inserts that merge athletic dynamics with a progressive urban look. Alpine themes are refl ected 
in modern, abstract prints, and iconic retro pieces that blend with a classic-clean style. Yet, the collection is defi ned by 
highly functional, sustainable materials. JACK WOLFSKIN relies as much as possible on recycled materials and natural fi bres 
such as organic cotton and makes a sustainable statement with TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE waterproof breathable membrane, 
consisting of a mixture of post- and pre-consumer waste. Furthermore, many products are certifi ed according to bluesign® 

that upholds rigorous sustainability standards throughout the entire supply chain and manufacturing process. Several of 
the designs have received Grüner Knopf (Green Button) accolades, all while maintaining a look that complements the 
urban lifestyle.

THE DYNAmIcS 
Of THE cITY



   
  

365 rebel hooDy m  The classic, cosy, cool hoodie with contrasting inner sleeves and front pouch pocket is made 
of organic cotton with a particularly pleasant, soft feel.
material: HEAVY PURE ORGANIC COTTON FRENCH TERRY: 100 % Organic Cotton; Weight: 730 g (Size M)

365 rebel oVerheaD m  The lightweight slip over jacket with its cool crinkle look and front pouch pocket is 
both understated and functional. The STORMLOCK ECOSPHERE PAPERTOUCH CRINKLE material is windproof and 
conveniently lightweight.
material: STORMLOCK ECOSPHERE PAPERTOUCH CRINKLE: Recycled Polyamide, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf 
Weight: 220 g (Size M)

365 rebel Vest m  Muted natural colours, ample sized cargo pockets and mesh inserts - the vest delivers ideal  
protection whenever a full jacket is too warm. It is made of recycled polyamide and offers convenient wind protection.
material: STORMLOCK TASLAN ECOSPHERE CRINKLE 2L: recycled Polyamide / RUGGED FISHERMANS MESH / lining: MICROGUARD
Weight: 390 g (Size M)

365 rebel prInteD fleeCe m  This urban fleece sweater with short zipper translates alpine scenes into modern, 
abstract prints. The recycled polyester fabric offers terrific wearing comfort. Two practical side pockets provide 
plenty of storage space and a cool and relaxed look.
material: NANUK 150 ECOSPHERE DECOR: Recycled Polyester
Weight: 415 g (Size M)

365 rebel short m  Urban style shorts made from particularly durable recycled polyamide fibres that are popular 
for its modern look and distinctive feel.
material: STORMLOCK TASLAN ECOSPHERE CRINKLE 2L: Recycled Polyamide / RUGGED FISHERMANS MESH 
Weight: 210 g (Size M)

365 J-bag  A 6-liter contemporary J-shaped bag, which may either be worn comfortably across the chest or casually 
on the back. Thanks to its two-way zipper, the main compartment is freely accessible from both sides, regardless of the 
way the bag is carried. On top, an extra zippered front pocket provides additional storage space.
material: FULL DULL 300D RE: Recycled Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf 
Weight: 160 g (Size M); Volume: 6 l

365 rebel Cap  A lightweight cap with a stylish, contemporary shape made of durable, recycled polyamide. The 
QMC and S.Fresh details provide active moisture management and have an odour-inhibiting and antibacterial effect. 
The mesh sides allow for a pleasant breeze.
material: STORMLOCK ECOSPHERE PAPERTOUCH CRINKLE: Recycled Polyamide 
Weight: 85 g (Size M)
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365 rebel JaCKet W  In terms of contemporary and cool styling, this wind- and waterproof jacket makes a  
statement with an outer fabric made from durable recycled polyamide, featuring roomy cargo pockets, a parka style, 
and a crinkle finish.  
material: TEXAPORE TASLAN CRINKLE 2L: Recycled Polyamide / lining: LINING TAFETTA ECOSPHERE: Recycled Polyester
Weight: 530 g (Size S)

365 rebel oVerheaD W  The lightweight slip over jacket with its cool crinkle look and front pouch pocket is both 
understated and functional. The STORMLOCK ECOSPHERE PAPERTOUCH CRINKLE material is windproof and  
conveniently lightweight.
material: STORMLOCK ECOSPHERE PAPERTOUCH CRINKLE: Recycled Polyamide, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf
Weight: 200 g (Size S)

365 rebel prInteD fleeCe W  This urban fleece sweater with short zipper translates alpine scenes into modern, 
abstract prints. The recycled polyester material offers great comfort and the adjustable hem creates a chic balloon 
shape. 
material: NANUK 150 ECOSPHERE DECOR: Recycled Polyester, Weight: 355 g (Size S)

365 rebel fleeCe W  This cuddly sweater is made with a POLARTEC® sustainable functional fleece that delivers  
the right amount of warmth. The high collar keeps the neck warm and a button tab adds convenience and style.  
The adjustable hem creates a stylish balloon shape.
material: POLARTEC® 100 SERIES: 80 % Recycled Polyester, 20 % Polyester / STORMLOCK ECOSPHERE PAPERTOUCH CRINKLE: Recycled Polyamide  
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 285 g (Size S)

365 rebel short W  These lightweight shorts in a contemporary crinkle style are made from recycled polyamide 
fibres. They feature a modern and sporty length, offer a flattering fit and are finished in urban colours. 
material: ECOSPHERE PAPERTOUCH CRINKLE: Recycled Polyamide / MESH LINING ECOSPHERE Q.M.C.: Recycled Polyester, bluesign® Product; 
Grüner Knopf; Weight: 160 g (Size S)

365 bottle holster  This practical as well as sustainable companion for an era in which disposable bottles are 
outdated: The holster accommodates drinking bottles up to 1.5 l and is made from easy-to-clean, recycled polyamide. 
The padding both protects the bottle and provides lightweight insulation. A mesh pocket on the front offers storage 
for important essentials.
material: CROSS RIP 70D RE: Recycled Polyamide, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 90 g

365 pouCh  Small, compact, practical - and stylish! This sturdy pouch comes with an adjustable cord-look strap and 
stores essentials in its zippered, mesh pocket on the front.
material: CROSS RIP 70D RE: Recycled Polyamide, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf; Weight: 60 g
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OUTDOOr lIfESTYlE
NATUrE

modern purists, naturally sophisticated apparel

Capturing the calm colours of the forests, JACK WOLFSKIN’s NATURE collection is characterized by natural and sustainable 
fabrics that appeal for their soft texture. Metal zippers and buttons add a modern touch, while technical details point to the 
style’s functional properties. Apart from relying on sustainable dyeing processes, organic cotton and hemp, JACK WOLFSKIN  
introduces one more ground-breaking innovation: it’s the outdoor industry’s first brand to successfully combine an all-natural  
outer fabric with a membrane made from recycled materials. TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE LYOCELL 3L bonds the TEXAPORE  
ECOSPHERE waterproof breathable membrane, made from a compound of post-consumer and pre-consumer waste, with  
TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres, created from sustainably farmed eucalyptus. The line is complemented with equipment and accessories 
that feature the same materials as the apparel products and combine a pure, modern design with sustainability.

INSPIrED BY NATUrE
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natural purist

•	This	technical	3-layer	jacket	combines	a	purist-inspired	design	with	 
 superior performance and sustainability.
•	The	wind-	and	waterproof	membrane	consists	of	mixture	of	post- 
 consumer and pre-consumer waste, the outer shell is made from soft  
 and supple TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres - a global novelty developed in  
 cooperation with fibre specialist Lenzing: sustainability in a modern  
 and functional style.
•	Unique	look:	As	a	result	of	frequent	wear	and	weather	exposure,	the	 
 exterior develops individual character, making each jacket unique.
•	Reflective	details	add	cool	highlights	and	provide	good	visibility.

material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE LYOCELL 3L: 81 % LYOCELL,  
19 % recycled Polyester 
Weight: 670 g (Size M)

Calm colours, lightweight

•	The	comfortably	lightweight	yet	natural	outer	material	echoes	the	 
 symbiosis of nature and technology in this hooded jacket with high,  
 protective collar and wide cover flap.
•	The	wind-	and	waterproof	fabric	combines	pleasantly	soft	organic	cotton	 
 with durable polyamide fibres. 
•	Chest	pocket,	one	interior	and	two	side	pockets,	adjustable	hood	 
 and hem.

material: TEXAPORE FUNCTION 65 LIGHT 2L: 59 % Organic Cotton,  
41% recycled Polyamide / 
lining: MESH LINING ECOSPHERE Q.M.C.: recycled Polyester 
Weight: 535 g (Size M)

01  TERRA RISE JACKET M 02  NATURE JACKET M

 

summer at ease

•	A	classic	in	its	most	natural	form:	The	shirt’s	 
 fabric consists of a blend of organic cotton  
 and hemp.
•	Organic	cotton	offers	that	pleasantly	soft	and	 
 subtle feel, while resource-saving hemp  
 provides durability and excellent thermo- 
 regulation.
•	Chest	pocket,	reflective	details	on	the	back.

material: YARNDYED NATURAL FIBER HEMP: 
55 % Hemp, 45 % Organic Cotton 
Weight: 260 g (Size M)

perfect blend

•	The	benefits	of	four	different	fibres	unite	in	 
 this shirt with high collar and zipper: the soft  
 texture of organic cotton and TENCEL™ Lyocell  
 fibres, the durability and thermal properties of  
 hemp, and the moisture management of  
 recycled polyester.
•	The	style	features	a	soft	melange	material,	an	 
 exceptionally modern silhouette, small reflective  
 details and a chest pocket.

material: NANUK DYNAMIK FRENCH TERRY 
NATURE: 34 % Organic Cotton, 32 % LYOCELL, 
28 % recycled Polyester, 6 % Hemp  
Weight: 400 g (Size M) 

04  NATURE SUMMER SHIRT M03  NATURE HALF ZIP M

hip and practical

•	This	cool	hip	pack	holds	3	litres	and	sits	 
 comfortably due to its soft, padded back and  
 the extra wide belt strap.
•	The	recycled	polyester	fabric	is	durable	and	 
 easy to clean.
•	The	well-arranged	interior	as	well	as	the	two	 
 accessory pockets on the front keep you well  
 organized.

material: CANVASTECH: recycled Polyester   
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf  
Weight: 220 g; Volume: 3 l 
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natural purist

•	This	long-cut	technical	3-layer	jacket	combines	a	purist-inspired	design	 
 with superior performance and sustainability.
•	The	wind-	and	waterproof	membrane	consists	of	mixture	of	post- 
 consumer and pre-consumer waste, the outer shell is made from soft and  
 supple TENCEL™ Lyocell fibres - a global novelty developed in cooperation  
 with fibre specialist Lenzing: sustainability in a modern and functional style.
•	Unique	look:	As	a	result	of	frequent	wear	and	weather	exposure,	the	 
 exterior develops individual character, making each jacket unique.
•	Reflective	details	add	cool	highlights	and	provide	good	visibility.

material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE LYOCELL 3L: 81 % LYOCELL,  
19 % recycled Polyester
Weight: 680 g (Size S)

simple elegance

•	This	jacket’s	comfortably	warming	and	 
 breathable fleece fabric combines soft organic  
 cotton with the thermal and moisture- 
 regulating properties of recycled polyester  
 fibres.
•	Metal	zippers	add	cool	highlights	to	the	natural	 
 style. 
•	The	minimalistic	design,	in	combination	with	 
 the fabric’s Sherpa-pattern, turns this jacket  
 into a very special fleece.
•	Two	side	pockets

material: NANUK 300 TERRY FACE NATURE: 
75 % recycled Polyester, 25 % Organic Cotton 
Weight: 500 g (Size S)

Well covered

•	Made	from	lightweight	STORMLOCK	Softshell	 
 fabric, this cap protects against the elements  
 and is breathable all at once.
•	The	high	organic	cotton	content	offers	a	soft	 
 feel, the recycled polyamide provides durability  
 and moisture management.
•	The	contemporary	interpretation	of	a	 
 mountain print shows the collection’s ties to  
 Jack Wolfskin’s roots.

material: STORMLOCK FUNCTION 65 LIGHT 2L: 
59 % Organic Cotton, 41 % recycled Polyamide 
Weight: 90 g

Dressed chic

•	This	beautifully	flowing	dress	made	from	 
 recycled polyester and viscose is moisture- 
 regulating and allows for a pleasant breeze
•	The	soft	feel	of	the	fabric	creates	a	particularly	 
 comfortable wearing sensation.
•	The	sustainable	dyeing	process	uses	 
 significantly less water, energy and chemicals  
 while achieving long-lasting, non-fading  
 colours

material: SINGLE JERSEY NATURE FUTURE DYE: 
70 % recycled Polyester, 30 % Viscose (Bamboo) 
Weight: 285 g (Size S) 

Calming colours

•	The	comfortably	lightweight	yet	natural	outer	material	echoes	the	 
 symbiosis of nature and technology in this hooded jacket with high,  
 protective collar and wide cover flap.
•	The	wind-	and	waterproof	fabric	combines	pleasantly	soft	organic	cotton	 
 with durable polyamide fibres. 
•	Hidden	chest	pocket,	one	interior	and	two	side	pockets,	adjustable	hood	 
 and hem.

material: TEXAPORE FUNCTION 65 LIGHT 2L: 5 % Organic Cotton,  
41 % ecycled Polyamide / 
lining: MESH LINING ECOSPHERE Q.M.C.: recycled Polyester  
Weight: 460 g (Size S)

01  TERRA RISE JACKET W

03  NATURE FLEECE JACKET W 04  NATURE MOUNTAIN CAP 05  NATURE RELIEF DRESS

02  NATURE JACKET W
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https://share.jack-wolfskin.com/public/file/ThSGDxpfnEu1Fg2P--50vA/JW_Tencel_Inside_Print_FINAL.pdf
https://share.jack-wolfskin.com/public/folder/rAv1x3qIKE2D0aEnqqB2lg/OL_Nature_wms


To feel good all around

As if slipping into a comfortable cocoon, JACK WOLFSKIN’s ESSENTIALS collection is composed of feel-good pieces that are 
truly difficult to top as far as cosiness is concerned. These nine styles are created for a crucial part of the training routine: the 
regeneration phase. They are terrific to relax in, put your feet up and wind down the body. Yet, due to their simple, classic look 
and great fit, they may be worn anytime, anywhere - as a monochrome look from head to toe, or in mix-and-match variations 
- according to personal style. Sustainability is a priority throughout the collection as all styles are made in Europe, primarily from 
organic cotton. Compared to conventional cotton, organic cotton uses significantly less water in cultivation and does not require 
the use of pesticides.

AllTImE fAvOUrITES

OUTDOOr lIfESTYlE
ESSENTIAlS
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essentIal hooDy m  This cosy organic cotton hoodie features an adjustable hood and a roomy front pouch 
pocket.
material: HEAVY PURE ORGANIC COTTON FRENCH TERRY: 100 % Organic Cotton / RIB 1/1: 95 % Organic Cotton, 5 % Elastane

Weight: 660 g (Size M)

essentIal sWeat pants m  Slip in and simply feel good: These adjustable organic cotton pants are absolute 
all-rounders with a great fi t.
material: HEAVY PURE ORGANIC COTTON FRENCH TERRY: 100 % Organic Cotton / RIB 1/1: 95 % Organic Cottone, 5 % Elastane
Weight: 540 g

essentIal sWeat shorts m  When working out or cooling down, at the barbecue or when chilling: 
These soft, adjustable shorts always have you feeling cosy.
material: HEAVY PURE ORGANIC COTTON FRENCH TERRY: 100 % Organic Cotton / RIB 1/1: 95 % Organic Cotton, 5 % Elastane
Weight: 340 g (Size M)

01  

02  

03  

DOWNlOAD 
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https://share.jack-wolfskin.com/public/folder/hRgQOgZvp0WDMsA5kpK2Vg/Essentials
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essentIal hooDy W  This soft cosy organic cotton hoodie features an adjustable hood and a roomy front 
pouch pocket.
material: HEAVY PURE ORGANIC COTTON FRENCH TERRY:100 % Organic Cotton / RIB 1/1: 95 % Organic Cotton, 5 % Elastane
Weight: 551 g (Size S)

essentIal CreWneCK W  The Essential Crewneck is a soft, comfortable sweater that comes in versatile, neutral 
colour tones and is made with sustainable organic cotton: This sweater is an all-rounder with a high cosiness factor.
material: HEAVY PURE ORGANIC COTTON FRENCH TERRY: 100 % Organic Cotton / RIB 1/1: 95 % Organic Cotton, 5 % Elastane / 
ORGANIC COTTON SINGLE JERSEY: 100 % Organic Cotton
Weight: 425 g (Size S)

essentIal t W  A simple classic, this organic cotton t-shirt is made in Europe in a style that fi ts just right and offers 
every day comfort.
material: ORGANIC COTTON SINGLE JERSEY: 100 % Organic Cotton / 1/1 RIB: 100 % Organic Cotton
Weight: 181 g

essentIal sWeat pants W  Slip in and simply feel good: These adjustable organic cotton pants are true 
all-rounders with a great fi t.
material: HEAVY PURE ORGANIC COTTON FRENCH TERRY: 100 % Organic Cotton / RIB 1/1: 95 % Organic Cotton, 5 % Elastane
Weight: 491 g

DOWNlOAD 
PHOTO mATErIAl
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https://share.jack-wolfskin.com/public/folder/etTnjC-7mES59Ybl3MuwSw/Essentials_wms
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a Clear CommItment

JACK WOLFSKIN
•	Reduces	packaging	waste	as	best	as	possible;	among	other	measures,	almost	all	apparel	products	will	be	shipped	in	 
 recycled polybags starting as of winter 2021. Silica gel bags will also be eliminated from that date.
•	 Is	consistently	increasing	the	use	of	sustainable	materials	in	its	products.	More	and	more	recycled	materials,	certified	 
 according to the “Global Recycled Standard”, are being utilized. Natural materials such as organic cotton or “wood  
 fibres” are also being employed to a greater extent.
•	Uses	only	organic	cotton	from	certified	organic	sources.
•	Uses	only	down	certified	according	to	the	“Responsible	Down	Standard”.

TAKING RESPONSIBILITY –  
cONSISTENTlY & TrANSPArENTlY!
Thinking and acting responsibly is deeply embedded in JACK WOLFSKIN‘s corporate culture. The brand strives to keep its 
environmental footprint as small as possible and to establish safe and fair working conditions for all employees throughout 
the entire supply chain. In collaboration with leading independent organizations and foundations, the brand consistently 
screens (see below) and improves all operations and production stages - and shares them transparently for the general 
public to see. Online, JACK WOLFSKIN presents its Sustainability Book as well as the Social Report, which lists all measures 
in detail. Information about the supply chain and many other sustainability topics can also be found on the website. 

JACK WOLFSKIN has 
been a bluesign® system 
partner since 2011 and 
is thus committed to the 
strict standards of this 
independent organiza-
tion. As a result, the brand 
guarantees sustainable, 
resource-conserving and 
monitored production as 
well as job security and 
the highest level of con-
sumer protection.

As of the 2020 summer 
collection, the entire JACK 
WOLFSKIN clothing and 
equipment range has been 
100 % PFC-free and there-
fore contains absolutely 
zero perfluorinated and 
polyfluorinated chemicals.

The JACK WOLFSKIN  
collection offers numerous 
bluesign® products. In the 
according pieces, not only 
the fabrics, but also the 
components, including 
for example buttons and 
zippers, meet the strict 
bluesign® criteria.

Since 2010, JACK WOLFSKIN 
has been a member of 
the Fair Wear Foundation 
(FWF). In its Brand Perfor-
mance Check in 2020, the 
independent foundation 
awarded the company 
Leader Status for the sixth 
consecutive year. The Brand 
Performance Check is pub-
licly available online. 

Since 2020, a large number 
of JACK WOLFSKIN prod-
ucts also bear the “Grüner 
Knopf” (Green Button), 
a government label for 
textiles produced sustain-
ably. Not only the products 
are monitored, but also the 
entire company is audited 
according to social and 
environmental criteria. 



less Waste
The TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE membrane is entirely 

made from recycled materials. The technical membrane, 
a JACK WOLFSKIN design, is a composite of post- and 

pre-consumer waste.

bIoDegraDabIlIty
TENCEL™ Lyocell is a biodegradable fabric created  

by the Austrian company Lenzing. The functional fibre  
is derived from certified, sustainably cultivated wood.

InnoVatIVe sustaInabIlty
Technical fabrics specialist POLARTEC® is one of the  
leading pioneers in sustainable textiles. Developing  

innovative performance fabrics from recycled  
materials lies at the company’s core. 

upCyCleD marIne plastIC
SEAQUAL INITIATIVE’s yarn is made of recycled  

plastic, collected from the oceans by SEAQUAL’s  
partners in Ocean Clean Up programs. The raw  

materials are traceable and certified. 

more eXtensIVe use of all-natural materIals  
The soft, highly functional fabric is composed of 

at least 25% natural fibres. 

eCo-ConsCIous eQuIpment
The backpack carrying system’s design is based on  

increased efficiency in manufacturing, reduced  
material consumption, and fully recycled materials.

faIr Wear founDatIon member
leaDer status

Zero Waste InItIatIVe

bluesIgn® system partnershIp
sInCe 2011

100 % organIC Cotton

grÜner Knopf

pfC eXIt strategy almost Complete

anImal Welfare In DoWn proDuCtIon

JACK WOLFSKIN IS ON ThE mOvE TO 
ShAPE ChANGE. NOTHING WIll STOP OUr 
INITIATIvE TO mINImIzE OUr fOOTPrINT.
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Ground-breaking backpack innovations

With its ambitious EQUIPMENT collection, in the summer of 2022, JACK WOLFSKIN positions itself as an innovation driver 
in the fi eld of sustainable equipment. One of the key milestones is the new aeroshape body-contact carrying system, 
which is featured in hiking and cycling backpacks. This carrying system is exceptional for its lightness, comfort and resource-
saving design. For instance, a breathable Airmesh back panel consists not only entirely of recycled polyester, it is also 
manufactured in a single piece.
This highly effi cient manufacturing process allows the brand to signifi cantly save on materials and therefore weight. Two 
design features are combined: the Airmesh is paired with “Tunnels” which serve as containers for cushioning with breathable 
EVA foam. Beneath this layer, there’s a textured, ergonomically pre-shaped ABS base plate. Thus, the carrying load is perfectly 
distributed, and the packs sit rock solid and stay comfortable on the back. JACK WOLFSKIN minimizes each layer and thus 
achieves a high level of comfort while at the same time using resources sparingly.

In the summer of 2022, the AEROSHAPE carrying system will be featured in fi ve different backpack series: In the athmos 
shape range for hikers who appreciate lightness and speed; in the WolftraIl reCCo range, which succeeds in delivering 
a high level of carrying comfort on multi-day trips; in the Velo Jam and Velo CIty multisport packs, as well as the bike-
specifi c moab Jam pro backpacks, where the superior fi t of the ABS base plates is particularly benefi cial. All backpacks 
feature extensive application of recycled materials.
The highlight among the patent-pending AEROSHAPE System backpacks is the TERRAVENTURE 22. This daypack consists 
entirely of recycled synthetic fi bres, from the sewing thread to the webbing and the zippers. Plus, the carrying system’s padding 
is made from algae foam. With AEROSHAPE, JACK WOLFSKIN emphasizes its ambition to lead the outdoor industry in tech-
nical innovation and sustainability.

SHAPING THE fUTUrE
Atmos Shape Serie Crosstrail Serie Moab Jam SeriePhantasy Serie Wolftrail Serie

AIR MESH LAYER

EVA FOAM WITH
VENTILATION CORE-HOLES

BODY-SHAPED AND
PROFILED ABS BOARD

Velo Jam Serie Velo City Serie

vIDEO

DOWNlOAD 
PHOTO mATErIAl

EqUIPmENT
AErOSHAPE BODY-cONTAcT cArrYING SYSTEm

https://vimeo.com/549223682/3302f98fcf
https://share.jack-wolfskin.com/public/folder/jci2MrZw1U6_XbEnZHVo7Q/Equipment_Thema%201_AEROSHAPE


TERRAVENTURE 22
beacon in sustainability

•	 It	is	the	most	sustainable	backpack	in	JACK	WOLFSKIN’s	2022	collection	
 and a ground-breaking product for the entire industry.
•	The	very	durable,	hard-wearing	ARMATECH	CROSS	RIP	300D	RE	material	
 is made from recycled polyester fi bres.
•	The	innovative	AEROSHAPE	design	provides	a	high	level	of	wearing	
 comfort as well as thermo-regulation.
•	The	effi	cient	manufacturing	process	of	the	one-piece	design	saves	both	
 on resources as well as on weight.
•	The	Airmesh	is	made	from	recycled	polyester,	the	padding	from	algae	
 foam. 
•	Every	synthetic	fi	bre,	sewing	thread,	webbing,	trimming	as	well	as	all	
 buckles and zippers are made from fully recycled material. In the process, 
 14 1-liter bottles are upcycled per each backpack.
•	Along	with	the	padded	hip	belt,	various	fastening	options	and	a	fl	oating	
 top pocket, the daypack also features an integrated rain cover made of 
 recycled polyester.

material: ARMATECH CROSS RIP 300D RE: Recycled Polyester 
bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf 
Weight: 920 g; Volume: 22 l

EqUIPmENT
TErrAvENTUrE 22

DOWNlOAD 
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https://share.jack-wolfskin.com/public/folder/OEmGzOkxK0KQGbSVWj0FDg/Equipment_Thema%202_TERRAVENTURE


EqUIPmENT
BIKEPAcKING

INNOvATIvE BIKEPAcKING BAGS DESIGNED TO TOUr THE WOrlD

Whether riding the daily commute, or trekking across the Alps, JACK WOLFSKIN introduces five all-new bike bags designed 
perfectly for two wheeled adventures. The brand pays tribute to the fundamental shift of mobility and the booming trend of 
bike travel with a technical and sustainable bikepacking series engineered perfectly for overnighters or overlanding on a bike. 
The bikepacking collection is easy to securely mount in a space conscious manner, providing a versatile stowage solution for 
every tour. In addition to the flagship Rack Bag, the Idstein, Germany-based brand, presents thoughtfully designed bags for 
the handlebar, top tube, frame, and the saddle, all of which are equipped with large reflectors making the rider more visible 
in poor light conditions. All of the products are produced with sustainability in mind through materials that are PFC free. 
Manufactured from extremely durable, waterproof ARMATECH PLUS 600D RE material made from recycled polyester fibres, 
with additional reinforcements in high stress areas, the series is ready-to-go for any adventure.

UNITED WE BIKE
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•	Two-in-One:	This	bag	not	only	sits	well	on	the	handlebar,	it	also	serves	as	 
 a casual and well-fitted hip bag.
•	Due	to	5	different	spacers,	the	practical	bag	may	be	easily	fixed	to	any	 
 type of handlebar.
•	Waterproof	material	plus	taped	seams	protect	the	contents	during	wet	 
 conditions.
•	 It‘s	ideal	for	light	utensils	or	spare	clothes.
•	Volume:	4	l

material: ARMATECH PLUS 600D RE: Recycled Polyester /  
MEGA PU: 73 % Polyester, 27 % Polyurethane
Weight: 170 g

•	This	clever	bag	sits	on	the	top	tube	where	it	is	 
 easy to access even while riding.
•	Through	the	Clear-View	pocket,	the	protected	 
 phone display or map is visible for easy  
 navigation.
•	Whether	its	snacks,	patches,	tools,	a	spare	 
 tube, power bank or a cable - everything is  
 within reach. 
•	The	waterproof	and	robust	material	is	made	 
 from recycled polyester and strengthened by  
 reinforcements.
•	Volume:	0,8	l

material: ARMATECH PLUS 600D RE:  
Recycled Polyester / MEGA PU: 73  % Polyester,  
27 % Polyurethane 
Weight: 150 g

•	Attached	to	the	inside	of	the	frame,	under- 
 neath the top tube, this bag is placed in a  
 particularly aerodynamic position. 
•	 It‘s	easy	to	handle	and	provides	access	from	 
 both sides, even while riding.
•	The	waterproof	and	robust	material	is	made	 
 from recycled polyester and strengthened by  
 reinforcements.
•	Volume:	3,5	l

material: ARMATECH PLUS 600D RE:  
Recycled Polyester / 
MEGA PU: 73% Polyester, 27% Polyurethane
Weight: 140 g

•	Waterproof	roll	top	bag	with	ample	capacity
•	Robust,	recycled	material	with	reinforcements
•	Padded	bottom	with	additional	reinforcements		
•	Main	compartment	features	an	additional	 
 inside pocket
•	Volume:	22	l

material: ARMATECH PLUS 600D RE:  
Recycled Polyester /
 MEGA PU: 73 % Polyester, 27 % Polyurethane
Weight: 700 g

•	This	slim,	streamlined	storage	pack	features	a	practical	roll	top	keeping	 
 belongings completely dry.
•	The	robust,	water-	and	dustproof	material	is	made	from	recycled	polyester	 
 that is further strengthened by reinforcements.
•	Clever	solution:	tent	poles	may	be	safely	stowed	and	secured	in	a	separate	 
 outer pocket. 
•	Elastic	straps	allow	the	rider	to	equip	themselves	with	an	an	extra	jacket,	 
 food bar and accessories for easy access.
•	Volume:	10	l

material: ARMATECH PLUS 600D RE: Recycled Polyester /  
MEGA PU: 73 % Polyester, 27 % Polyurethane
Weight: 400

01  HANDLEBAR BAG 2IN1

03  TOP TUBE BAG 04  TAKEOFF BAG 05  RACK BAG 

02  SEAT BAG
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https://share.jack-wolfskin.com/public/folder/1KcKG1hYJkCaNkmVz4bb3Q/Equipment_Thema%203_BIKE-PACKING


vIBrAm mIDSOlE WITH 
3 % CORK-EVA BLEND

100 % RECYCLED LINING
100 % RECYCLED MEMBRANE 
SUSTAINABlE, UlTrA WATEr-
PrOOf AND BrEATHABlE 
mEmBrANE

vIBrAm EcOSTEP OUTSOlE mADE 
WITH 30% RECYCLED RUBBER

OrTHOlITE INNEr SOlE lONG-
lASTING cUSH IONING mADE 
WITH rEcYclED cOmPONENTS

fOOTWEAr 
TErrAvENTUrE

Technical footwear with a small footprint

JACK WOLFSKIN’s footwear segment is shaped by high standards and ambitious goals yet consciously maintains a smaller 
footprint through a commitment to sustainability in its new Spring/Summer 2022 collection. The German brand aspires free 
its entire footwear range of PFC by 2025. In summer 2022, the all-new TERRAVENTURE technical hiking boot styles mark a 
ground-breaking innovation for the entire industry by abandoning chemical treatments for water repellency without compro-
mising on protection against the elements. Furthermore, both the proprietary waterproof, breathable TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE 
membrane as well as the inner lining of the boots are made entirely from recycled fi bres. In general, to a large extent natural 
and recycled materials are used, from the sole to the midsole to the zinc eyelets.

TrEADING mOrE 
cONScIOUSlY
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ground-breaking hiking boot

•	The	upper	of	this	lightweight,	ankle-high	hiking	boot	consists	of	PFC-free,	 
 recycled synthetic material.
•	The	waterproof,	breathable	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	membrane	–	a	 
	 JACK	WOLFSKIN	exclusive	–	is	made	from	a	composite	of	post-	and	 
 pre-consumer waste. 
•	 Inside,	a	recycled	lining	plus	an	anatomically	shaped	tongue	comfortably	 
 hug the foot.
•	30	%	of	the	durable	VIBRAM	sole	is	made	from	recycled	rubber,	the	 
 comfortable EVA midsole consists of 30 % sugar cane and 3 % cork.  
 Even the zinc eyelets are recycled 76 %.
•	The	positioning	of	the	cleats	provides	a	self-cleaning	effect	on	the	sole’s	 
 tread that sheds dirt more efficiently to provide better traction even in  
 muddy conditions.
•	Due	to	the	comfortable	midsole,	the	dynamic	gait	support	and	the	 
 ergonomic design, this boot is perfect for long distances or multi-day  
 tours. 

material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE: recycled inner lining tricot / recycled 
PFC-free synthetic upper material mix / Rubber toe cap / Recycled zinc hook 
set-up / Smooth tongue fit / Recycled ORTHOLITE PU-Rubber sock liner for 
best cushioning / VIBRAM cork-mixed EVA-Midsole / VIBRAM ECOSTEP sole
Weight: Men‘s: 1004 g (Size 8); Women‘s: 874 g (Size 4)

the long-distance runner

•	The	upper	of	this	lightweight	multifunctional	shoe	consists	of	PFC-free,	 
 recycled synthetic material.
•	The	waterproof,	breathable	TEXAPORE	ECOSPHERE	membrane	is	made	 
 from a composite of post- and pre-consumer waste.  
•	 Inside,	a	recycled	lining	plus	the	anatomically	shaped	tongue	comfortably	 
 hug the foot.
•	30%	of	the	durable	VIBRAM	sole	is	made	from	recycled	rubber,	the	 
 comfortable EVA midsole consists of 30% sugar cane and 3% cork.  
 Even the zinc eyelets are recycled 76%.
•	The	positioning	of	the	cleats	provides	a	self-cleaning	effect	on	the	sole’s	 
 tread that sheds dirt more efficiently to provide better traction even in  
 muddy conditions.
•	Due	to	the	comfortable	midsole,	the	dynamic	gait	support	and	the	 
 ergonomic design, this boot is perfect for long hikes. 

material: EXAPORE ECOSPHERE: recycled inner lining tricot / recycled PFC-
free synthetic upper material mix / Rubber toe cap; Recycled ORTHOLITE PU-
Rubber sock liner for best cushioning / VIBRAM cork-mixed EVA-Midsole /  
VIBRAM ECOSTEP sole
Weight: Men‘s: 956 g (Size 8); Women‘s: 756 g (Size 4)

01  TERRAVENTURE TEXAPORE MID M/W 02  TERRAVENTURE TEXAPORE LOW M/W

https://share.jack-wolfskin.com/public/folder/uTyrbl7NXkaTFdirvqjwbw/Thema%201_TERRAVENTURE


     

fOOTWEAr 
EcOSTrIDE

New footwear styles designed with hemp, cork and organic cotton

Timeless design meets all-natural materials in the JACK WOLFSKIN’s summer 2022 footwear collection. The German outdoor 
apparel, footwear and equipment brand expands its popular range of ECOSTRIDE outdoor sneakers with two new styles - a 
sandal and a fl ip-fl op. The minimalist, natural look refl ects the shoes’ sustainable approach. Exclusively undyed and resource-
conserving materials are used throughout with materials including hemp that require up to 50 percent less water than cotton 
during its cultivation. Likewise, fewer pesticides and chemicals are used to grow and produce the fi bres. The ECOSTRIDE’s 
durable sole is made of natural as well as recycled rubber an d the eyelets are made from 76% recycled zinc.

NATUrAl BY 
APPEArANcE
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eCostrIDe 2 loW m / W  This sneaker combines a breathable organic cotton lining with durable hemp uppers and 
a sustainable recycled rubber sole.
material: Hemp / Lining: Organic Cotton/ sole: Recycled Rubber
Weight: Men‘s: 684 g (Size 8) / Women‘s: 570 g (Size 4)

eCostrIDe 2 sanDal m / W  This pair of sandals offers terrifi c all-day comfort with its padded hemp front strap and 
a soft cork insole.
material: Hemp / Lining: Organic Cotton/ sole: Recycled Rubber
Weight: Men‘s: 490 g (Size 8) / Women‘s: 374 g (Size 4)

eCostrIDe 2 slIpper m / W  The all-natural materials of these cool loafers deliver a high level of comfort, durability 
and style. 
material: Hemp / Lining: Organic Cotton/ sole: Recycled Rubber
Weight: Men‘s: 376 g (Size 8) / Women‘s: 298 g (Size 4)

https://share.jack-wolfskin.com/public/folder/MBVigeTQbEO64lGv2k075A/Thema%202_ECOSTRIDE


KIDS

Well prepared for the wildest adventures

JACK WOLFSKIN is a brand for adventurers and the curious, for the intrepid and the tireless. And who has the greatest urge to 
explore? Kids! For endless hours they romp around and play in nature, explore hidden corners and seek new discoveries and 
experiences. JACK WOLFSKIN provides the appropriate equipment for the next generation in its comprehensive KIDS collec-
tion. The Mini Me collection offers functional, top-quality gear that is every bit as good as the adults’ and, due to its excellent 
durability, equips for the wildest adventures. It allows kids to move freely, protects them from the elements, rapidly transfers 
moisture away from the skin and cools them down when their cheeks are burning up. Of course, JACK WOLFSKIN is just 
as dedicated to sustainability in the KIDS collection with natural fibres, sustainable dyeing processes and recycled materials.

GrOWN-UP PErfOrmANcE 
fOr THE GrOWING ONES
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aCtIVe hIKe JaCKet K  This waterproof and extra breathable hooded jacket relies on the technical TEXAPORE  
ECOSPHERE membrane, which is a compound of post- and pre-consumer waste. The zippers are water repellent.
material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE MINI OTTOMAN 2L: Recycled Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf 
Weight: 295 g (Size 128)

aCtIVe JaCKet K  Cool and rugged: this stretchy fleece jacket with the perfectly enclosing hood, delivers effective 
moisture management and thermo-regulation. Along with the chest pocket in contrasting colours, there are two more 
side pockets.
material: NANUK DYNAMIC ROBUST HEATHER Q.M.C: 100 % Polyester
Weight: 235 g (Size 128)

aCtIVe hooDy K  This Kids Hoody features a relaxed cut with a front pouch pocket, is super cosy and provides high 
breathability. The hood snugly fits around the head for proper protection. 
material: NANUK DYNAMIC ROBUST HEATHER Q.M.C: 100 % Polyester
Weight: 190 g (Size 128)

aCtIVe shorts K  Shorts in big boys’ style: The lightweight, elastic softshell material is wind- and water-repellent 
and made from recycled material. The patch side pocket in contrasting colour is especially cool.
material: FLEX SHIELD ECOSPHERE: Recycled Polyester 
Weight: 110 g (Size 128)

WooDlanD loW VC K  With its soft cushioning, the non-slip sole and its robust, yet breezy design, this Kids shoe is 
equipped to handle anything. The elastic laces are complemented with a Velcro closure. 
material: PU Leather; Second Material: Polyester Mesh; Lining: Elastane; sole: Rubber
Weight: 492 g (Size 31)

anImal mesh Cap KIDs  Whether untameable, abundant hair, just like a wolf’s mane, or a colourful coat of feathers 
grace the head, this cool Trucker Cap fits perfectly. The mesh material allows for plenty of ventilation.
material: TWILL, BONDED FOAM, STIFF MESH: 100 % Polyester 
Weight: 60 g
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aCtIVe hIKe JaCKet K   This waterproof and extra breathable hooded jacket relies on the technical TEXAPORE 
ECOSPHERE membrane, which is a compound of post and pre consumer waste. The zippers are water repellent.
material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE MINI OTTOMAN 2L: Recycled Polyester, bluesign® Product; Grüner Knopf 
Weight: 295 g (Size 128)

aCtIVe JaCKet K  Cool and tough: this stretchy fleece jacket with the perfectly enclosing hood, delivers effective 
moisture management and thermo-regulation. Along with the chest pocket in contrasting colours, there are two more 
side pockets.
material: NANUK DYNAMIC ROBUST HEATHER Q.M.C: 100 % Polyester
Weight: 235 g (Size 128)

VoJo Vent VC K  This super comfy multi-functional shoe features elastic laces and additional Velcro closure.  
The EVA midsole provides a soft cushioning insole and the breezy design provides ample ventilation. 
material: PU; Second Material: Polyester Mesh Lining: Elastane; sole: Rubber / EVA
Weight: 378 g (Size 31)

aCtIVe shorts K  Shorts in big girls’ style: The lightweight, elastic softshell material is wind- and water-repellent 
and made from recycled material. The patch side pocket in contrasting colour is especially cool.
material: FLEX SHIELD ECOSPHERE: Recycled Polyester 
Weight: 110 g (Size 128)

aCtIVe hIKe Cap KIDs  This sporty cap dries fast due to the Quick Moisture Control technology and offers good 
breathability. The reflective details provide good visibility.
material: DOUBLE WEAVE Q.M.C.: 97 % Polyester, 3 % Elastane
Weight: 85 g

JumpIng Wolf t K  Sitting still really isn’t for the wolf, and surely neither for the kids. Therefore, this functional 
shirt keeps cool for an extended period of time, offers effective moisture transport and lots of ventilation.  
material: JERSEY PLAIN Q.M.C. S.FRESH: 100 % Polyester
Weight: 65 g
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PRESS CONTACT: JACK WOLFSKIN 
Ausrüstung für Draussen GmbH & Co. KGaA 
Jack Wolfskin Kreisel 1
65510 Idstein

E-Mail: presse@jack-wolfskin.com

JACK WOLFSKIN is one of the leading suppliers of high- 
quality Outdoor clothing, shoes and equipment in Europe 
and at the same time the largest franchisor in Germany sports 
retail. JACK WOLFSKIN products are available worldwide in 
more than 730 own stores and over 4,000 points of sale. JACK 
WOLFSKIN products stand out through optimal functionality, 

high quality and extraordinary innovation. In recent years the 
outdoor specialist conquered with numerous material and 
new products hit the market. In addition, JACK WOLFSKIN  
absolute pioneer when it comes to sustainability. The com-
pany has been a member of the Fair Wear Foundation since 
2010 and was made by her for the sixth time in a row 
awarded Leader Status. JACK WOLFSKIN is also a bluesign®  
system partner. Jack Wolfskin offers now also products with 
the Green Button seal. The Company employs over 1,100 
people worldwide.

INNOVATION, HIGHEST QUALITY 
AND FUNCTIONALITY FOR EVERYONE 
WHO’S AT HOME OUTDOORS

Special thanks to our partner, the adventure and outdoor photographer Gürel Sahin




